Abstract. A progressive spatial query retrieves spatial data based on previous queries (e.g., to fetch data in a more restricted area with higher resolution). A direct query, on the other side, is defined as an isolated window query. A multi-resolution spatial database system should support both progressive queries and traditional direct queries. It is conceptually challenging to support both types of query at the same time, as direct queries favour location-based data clustering, whereas progressive queries require fragmented data clustered by resolutions. Two new scaleless data structures are proposed in this paper. Experimental results using both synthetic and real world datasets demonstrate that the query processing time based on the new multiresolution approaches is comparable and often better than multi-representation data structures for both types of queries.
Introduction
The driving force behind developing multi-resolution spatial database systems is to reduce the cost of spatial query processing by lowering the precision of results according to application requirements. This can lead a smaller amount of data used, thus minimizing both I/O and CPU costs of query processing. Different from conventional spatial databases which only have single resolution, a multiresolution spatial database system is designed to support variable solutions such that the data is used at a proper resolution according to applications. Functionally, a multi-resolution system should support both direct and progressive spatial queries. A direct query is a spatial query whos results are not used as intermediate results for subsequent queries. This is a commonly (implicitly) assumed scenario for the traditional spatial query processing approach. The database system processes a query by only considering the query itself and uses a fixed resolution. A progressive query, on the other hand, considers a query as one in the context of a sequence of queries. In a spatial context this is typically a window query that is iteratively refined in both location and precision under some user's direction. An increase of precision generally accompanies a reduction in query region. Example applications include map navigations, interactive environmental analyses and spatial data mining algorithms, where users are initially not clear about what they are looking for and require several queries to refine their search. Progressive queries are similar to those techniques that allow partial query result viewing, such as skyline queries [7] . Here, users can initiate complex operations and stop execution during processing if the results produced at that time are 'good' enough. The advantage is that a rough-and-ready result could take a fraction of the usual time to execute a lengthy, possibly futile, 'complete' query. This approach is largely targeted at mobile digital systems which have limited resources but need quick responses. Providing partial query results also avoids long response times which are unacceptable in on-line and interactive systems [3] . Multi-resolution databases are well-suited for progressive queries because they use data structures which can be retrieved either in part or in their entirety. Progressive query processing is particularly useful for spatial applications because of the volatile and diverse nature of distributed systems, and because the nature of exploratory querying is implicitly imprecise [14] .
However, until now little work has been done to support multi-resolution spatial query processing. Many current multi-resolution systems still incur extraneous data retrieval because they are designed for non-progressive queries. Supporting both query types is conceptually challenging, as direct queries favour location-based data clustering whereas progressive queries require fragmented data to be clustered by resolution. In this paper, we investigate the effects of existing spatial data storage schemes for their CPU and I/O costs in the context of supporting both direct and progressive queries. Two scaleless data structures, Position-Map (PM) and Bit-Map (BM), are proposed to improve direct as well as progressive query processing performance. A cost model is proposed to estimate the storage cost of the BM scheme, and an algorithm to find the optimal base level is presented. The effect of three clustering methods for both schemes (by location, by resolution and by both) has been investigated. Our new techniques are evaluated using both synthetic and real world datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that our approaches produce comparable, and often better, performance than the traditional methods for direct queries, and significant better results for progressive queries.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to related work. After analysing the advantages and disadvantages of two extreme data structures, we propose our data structures in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the progressive cost model and presents experiment results. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
Background
Polygon-based structures are the most common data structure used in spatial databases. A row under this kind of scheme may be structured as in the form of Spatial table (ObjectId, Geometry) , where Geometry is a spatial object stored as a collection of vertices. Given n spatial objects we may get n tuples. In order to minimize seek-time, objects are clustered on disk according to their spatial location. The rationale behind this is that multiple objects in close spatial proximity are usually all needed together to answer queries. To further improve disk utilization data can often be compressed. The advantage of this technique is that the information of the exact geometry can be accessed directly without any extra step of object reconstruction. This technique is suitable for spatial databases in which objects are processed wholly. Because geometry elements are opaque to applications, for those operations which do not need full retention of geometry, this method causes a waste in I/O time and CPU time. Multi-resolution data structures are introduced to provide access to differently scaled representations of data, and preserve visual and topological constraints when changing scales. The multi-representation approach [16] [4] pre-generates copies from the finest data at different resolution levels. In each copy, data are organized the same way as in conventional spatial database systems, i.e, based on geometry. Complex structures such as abstract cells [10] are used between different copies to measure approximation errors to maintain data coherence. This technique is, intuitively, superior in terms of data retrieval speed for single queries. However it suffers two drawbacks. First, the number of distinct resolutions made available is dictated by storage capacity. Second, progressive querying strategies cannot benefit from data replication. The total replication scheme of multi-representation defeats the purpose of progressively iterating queries as data in different resolutions are not associated, so duplicated data at a low resolution will be retrieved again when a higher resolution is required. The multi-resolution approach breaks data into fragments according to some algorithm, and then derives the proper version of the spatial data on-the-fly. It avoids the main problems of multi-representation but it costs extra CPU and I/O to derivate the data. In [6] , objects are grouped into different layers according to their non-spatial attributes which are thought to be able to indicate scale. When processing a query, the non-spatial attributes are examined to check whether the corresponding objects need to be retrieved. The layered approach has drawbacks in that object must be retrieved or ignored as entirety. In [5] , spatial objects are indexed under a BANG tree and stored with an explicit scale value. In a similar paper [15] , objects are split into groups of vertices called vertex layers, which are also assigned a scale value and indexes as individual entities in a 3D R-tree. The two approaches allow the DBMS to deal with parts of a complex object and to approach different resolution levels by choosing different point sets. But the pre-computation of vertex layers is very complex and adding a dimension also inevitably increases the complexity of processing the index. In [9] we use z-values to encode data and adopts a Li-Openshaw algorithm for automatic map generalization. Spatial simplification can be done inside the database system. The most obvious advantage of this technique is its 'flexibility'. Each part of data may be accessed independently, thereby saving time, as there is no handling of unnecessary data. However, if a polygon has n vertexes, it will be presented as n tuples, which results in high overhead. Thus, although this method is suitable for spatial generalization, it is not good for complex spatial operations because it is difficult to compactly cluster highly fragmented data.
Scaleless Data Structures
In multi-resolution systems, a data object should be both fragmented and opaque. The fragmentation lets the system be scalable, which is necessary for progressive query processing, while opacity helps data clustering and reducing data reconstruction time. In order to balance these two extremes, we introduce two scaleless spatial data models in this section.
Position-Map Scheme
Under this scheme, each object is broken down into a set of levels 
Levels are stored with a respective delta and objected identifier. Geometry data is stored within an array object data type. As a result reconstructing an object's geometry at a certain resolution level requires that all levels of an equal or lesser delta value be joined.
To ensure correctness of reconstruction, the position of each vertex in O must be recorded explicitly. A simple way to achieve this is by incorporating vertex positions into the geometry array. A position map is used to store information regarding the position of points in a level. Bits corresponding to those stored within the representation are flagged thus requiring a single scan of the position map during reconstruction; the same complexity needed when explicitly storing point positions. For example, for an object of 10 vertexes with its 2 th , 5 th and 7 th in level i, the data in O i should be (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 5 , y 5 ) and(x 7 , y 7 ), and PM should be the bit sequence '0100101000'.
Because several levels may be needed together to construct an object, levels are clustered together according to their associated objectID. Compared with a traditional single-resolution spatial data structure, a small overhead is incurred to split an object over several tuples. This scheme may, however, save data retrieval time for progressive queries, because only the data with high resolutions than that in previous queries need to be fetched. It must be noted that partial replication exists in this scheme. Next, we introduce the BM Scheme.
Bit-Map Scheme
Points can be encoded using z-values [11] , such that the resolution of a point data (represented by a rectangle surrounding the point) can be reduced by truncating the right-most n bits of its z-values, where n is the resolution used for initial simplification [8] . At high resolutions an object will be represented by more zvalues than at a low resolution. Hence some of these values will share a common prefix. Put another way, every point at a low resolution will exist in every higher resolution representation. By truncating z-values we can obtain a prefix to reduce their precision. However, under the PM scheme, points from lower resolution levels may be needed to construct a high-resolution object. Therefore some extra information must be stored so that z-valued can be reconstructed to the precision required by the user from a starting prefix (resolution).
An object is reconstructed by first selecting a base resolution from the dataset, at which all points are stored. Points are then truncated to the resolution length of this resolution and stored in a point array with duplicate points (after z-value truncation) removed. We select the resolution at least at which the total number of unique vertices ensures each object in the dataset has at least c points, where c ≥ 1 (typically c = 4); when c < 1, the base levels of two objects may be equivalent, hence partially redundant. Second, for each subsequent resolution level a bitmap is constructed to map the extension of ancestors into descendants. Because the degree of extension is not known, we must also indicate which ancestors an extension applies to. As illustrated in figure 1, 3 bits are used to denote a single extension: the first two bits for the ordinate, and the third bit to indicate whether the mapping applies to the next ancestor point (0 -continue; 1 -next point). Each is stored with a resolution value. The original object is reconstructed by iteratively extending point levels using a bitmap of the next higher resolution. and '1200233023'. Note that if the change in the number of points between resolutions is small, multiple bitmaps can be compressed into a single bitmap. In this case, for k bitmaps compressed each extended point will require 2k + 1 bits.
Storage Cost Model
We now provide a basic storage cost model for Bitmap-based scheme. Let n r denote the number of all points whose resolution is less than or equal to r. Then, a sequence {n 0 , n 1 . . . , n i , . . . , n m }, ( 0 ≤ i < m ), where m is the highest resolution level of the dataset, can be used to describe data distribution of the number of points in a different resolution. The resolution of the base level that stores a sequence of truncated z-values of vertices is denoted as i. Each z-value requires a bits of storage, i.e. a = 2. Finally the number of points within a certain resolution range [r, r + 1] is denoted as n r = n r+1 -n r . Note n r is never less than 0. Given this, we may determine that the storage of the traditional single-resolution scheme as:
And, the storage of the bitmap method is:
(2) When substituting S o into equation 2, we have:
We can see that storage of Bitmap method is dependant on i, m and n r . Because m is determined by the precision of data set and n r is decided by data distribution, the actual storage for S bit is affected by the selection of i. Statistical analyses reveal that the increase of ∆n r satisfies some rules which is small on both ends and large in the middle, forming a bell curve [2] , which can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. Figure2(a) shows the curves of the data distributions for the synthetic and SEQUOIA datasets. We can regard the curve as a probability density function of a variable R, where ∆r∆nr N is the probability that R is located in the range [r r + ∆r]. Following this, the Gaussian distribution approximation can be given as follows: Thus µ is close to the level value that has the biggest ∆n r and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. Figure2(b) shows that the Gaussian approximation is a very good indication of the actual distribution of the synthetic dataset.
For simplification, we set a = 3 in equation 3, then:
We can see that as i decreases, less storage is needed, which generally will reduce disk I/O costs. Consequently, the time complexity of reconstruction is O( m−1 r=i n r ). So a small i incurs a larger cost for object reconstruction. Thus, if i is too small the time used to reconstruct data may negate any performance advantage caused by less storage. To different systems, applications can find a trade-off point for i between this two factors according to above discussion. In our experiment for synthetic data, we chose i = 10, m = 28. If a = 2, the reduction of storage is 24,270,821 bits; if a = 3, the reduction is 63,508,107 bits. For the real data, we chose i = 15, m = 22. If a = 2, the reduction is 22,844,603 bits and if a = 3, the reduction is 59,481,354 bits.
In order to further improve the storage efficiency, we combine and compress the bit map of high resolution levels with small. Since at the highest several resolution levels, a small increase of the number of points will weaken the benefit of bit map and enhance the cost of reconstruction. An extreme case is that when level k and level k + 1 contain the same number of points. Here each point in the bit map for level k + 1 is associated with a flag bit that always set to be 0, which is a waste. If we can combine and compress the bit map of multiple continuous levels, say 3 levels, we can directly derive z-values of points for level k + 3 from data of level k. Therefore each point in the bit map will contain 6 bits (for 3 levels) plus one flag bit.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we give a simple progressive query cost model first. Then we study the effect of different data clustering approaches to the various storage structures discussed thus far.
Progressive Query Cost Model
We defined a progressive query set Q as a series of queries in numerical order as Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q n . For Q i , we use l i to represent its resolution level, S(Q i ) to represent the set of Object IDs in its query result, and A i to represent its query area. Therefore, those parameters satisfy the following rules:
Generally, the time cost T (Q) for certain spatial queries is mainly composed of two parts: Data retrieval D(Q) and Query processing J(Q). The cost for data retrieval is primarily composed of I/O whilst for join processing more time is spent on CPU calculation. Hence, we consider the time needed for progressive query Q as:
Since queries are normally specified with a certain resolution level l and area A, we may incorporate l, A into D(Q) and J(Q), giving D (Q, l, A) and J(Q, l, A) respectively. Thus, for a multi-representation spatial database, the time cost of a progressive query Q would be:
For a conventional spatial database with only a fixed resolution l f ix , in order to get the same query result, l f ix should be not less than l n , and T would be:
Comparing equation 7 and 8, we can see that T M is obvious less than T S when l n l f ix , which is the case that users stop query according to partial query result. Two factors influence T M greatly. First is the decrease in A i . A larger reduction means better performance. In a worst case scenario A 1 = A 2 = ... = A n . Second is the redundancy between the data of different resolution levels. Too much redundancy will result in noticeable overhead in accessing data. That is the reason why multi-representation is not suitable for progressive queries.
Performance Study
In the following sections we investigate the effect of four different data organization methods: single resolution (SR), multi-representation (MR), Position Map (PM) and Bit Map (BM), on performance over various aspects of the multiresolution spatial join on a window. Window query is a basic geometric selection because spatial operations frequently involve location as a condition [1] . Spatial join is the most commonly used way to combine information from two or more spatial relations [13] . For MR all objects of a particular representation are clustered together. Objects are ordered according to a z-curve on the centroid of their MBRs. The same organization is used for objects in SR. For PM and BM, spatial data are clustered 1) based on location 2) based on resolution and 3) based on location then resolution (implemented by 3D z-value), termed PM O, PM R, and PM 3D; BM O, BM R, and BM 3D respectively. The aim of our tests is to determine the most efficient multi-resolution scheme overall for both direct and progressive queries. Performance is measured in both number of I/O accesses and time. While I/O is generally considered a more important factor, if seek time is high then overall response time may be higher than expected. We aim to minimize I/O cost while maintaining a low processing time.
Environment and Data. All tests were conducted in an Oracle database and JDK 1.3 environment on a PIII-800 256Mb system. Point arrays are stored using a VARRAY data structure of NUMBER types. A RAW binary data type is used to store each bitmaps. Disk pages are 4kb. Every point array and bitmap is associated with an object identifier and resolution value, r, in the same tuple. Standard B + Trees are placed on these fields. We used the California SEQUOIA polygon dataset [12] for join testing. The data was split into two layers of regular feature polygons, and polygon holes. Very large and very small objects were removed leaving 20,137 objects in layer A, and 5,798 in layer B (holes). In final dataset contains 2,635,065 of the original 3,207,350 data points; i.e. removed objects were treated as outliers. All layers are supplemented with an auxiliary table that stores MBR information for each object. Because the same MBR table is used for different schemes we do not elaborate on performance of the filter step.
Query Process. The join query on a window w = {x min , y min , x max , y max } for a resolution r can be informally given as: 'Select objects from layer A and layer B that are inside w and that intersect at resolution r'. Let an object O, stored in p resolution-specific fragments, be the combination of all vertices stored in those fragments,
In a direct query the candidate set produced by the filter step, S, for some arbitrary window, is a set objects obtained as the joining of their respective r fragments. Every fragment of an object in S is retrieved contiguously before moving on to the next candidate. For reference the filter step comprises of a hash-join on the MBRs of objects from both layers within w and produces an unordered candidate set. Ordering this set is identical across all tested methods, hence we do not elaborate on it in the test results. We measure retrieval time as the total time required to fetch candidate object geometries, and bitmaps where applicable, from disk and perform object reconstruction.
Test Results. We compare the single-resolution and multi-resolution schemes under direct and progressive queries. In progressive querying an initial 100% window on the data space is issued at resolution 15, which gives data with a precision of 128m. The window is eventually refined to a 0.39% window with data at resolution 22, with 1m precision. The results of the direct query test ( figure 3) show comparable performance of all schemes for smaller window sizes. We separate the variant approaches for the PM and BM schemes for easy visualization. The 3D variations, shown to perform best, are then compared with the other schemes. Since data loads are relative small this is expected. The PM O variation has an overall worst performance because it does not consider resolution whereas both 3D clustering schemes prove more efficient than their lower-dimensional counter- parts. PM also exhibits a larger time and I/O requirement than bitmap schemes, which is can be attributed to its higher storage overhead. Expectedly, MR has an ideal time performance, however incurs higher data retrieval than our compressed bitmaps. Note I/O reduction does not correlate directly to retrieval time due to the inherent variation in seek time with different clustering methods. At resolution 15 the multi-resolution schemes require 47% of the original data load. This figure is close to the I/O retrieval in BM R and BM 3D schemes (45-44% of the original), though is noticeably lower than that seen in the MR (60%) and all PM variations (minimum 71%). Note the bitmap scheme has an I/O reduction slightly lower than the 47% reduction because compression in the bitmaps reduces overall storage by 30%. To illustrate storage requirements, under SR the data table size is 28.6Mb, 121.6Mb under MR, 38.9Mb in PM, and 19,9Mb in BM. Figure 4 shows the total performance time and I/O costs for the progressive query calculated at each step of five iterations. The results show a clearer distinction between the single-resolution and multi-resolution methods. The bitmap approach performed comparably with MR while maintaining an overall lower I/O cost. We also note that the I/O cost of the bitmap schemes was roughly 50% that of PM. Cumulatively this produces a lower total cost making it scalable to larger operations. The data loads processed under each window is given in figure  5 . The bitmap compression technique manages to save approximately one third in storage. PM uses the same amount more than a single-resolution scheme. If we consider that each x,y coordinate requires an index value, a roughly 33% increase in size is justified.
Conclusions
In order to support direct queries and progressive queries at the same time, data should be both fragmented and opaque in multi-resolution systems. In this paper, we investigated the advantages and disadvantages of the common data structure used in current databases and the fragment data structure used in our previous work. To balance the two extreme data structures, we introduced two scaleless data structures -the Position-Map and the Bit-Map. Between them, the Bit-Map scheme is more efficient because this technique removes the replication existing in most current schemes. To estimate the storage of the Bit-Map scheme, we constructed a mathematical model and analysed how to find the optimal value for base level in Bit-Map scheme. Then, we discuss the cost model for progressive query. The aim of our tests is to determine the most efficient multiresolution scheme overall for both direct and progressive queries. Our experiment results demonstrated that our approaches have comparable, often better, performance than traditional methods to direct queries, and superior performance under progressive queries.
